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WFS’ JETQUAY WINS CONTRACT TO MANAGE
CHANGI LOUNGE AT SINGAPORE’S JEWEL
CHANGI AIRPORT
JetQuay, the airport services
and passenger experience
specialist owned by Worldwide
Flight Services (WFS), has
been appointed lounge
operator for the Changi
Lounge at Jewel Changi
Airport (Jewel), Singapore’s
newest lifestyle destination
featuring exciting attractions,
as well as shopping and dining
experiences.
Located on Level 1 of Jewel, Changi
Lounge operates round-the-clock
and is seamlessly connected to
Terminals 1, 2 and 3. The lounge
serves intermodal transfer passengers
arriving in Changi, who are transferring
onward to cruises or ferries from
maritime terminals in Singapore.
These passengers can rest and relax
in the Changi Lounge, or explore
Jewel’s range of exciting attractions
and lifestyle offerings as their travel
formalities are taken care of. The
lounge is also available as a pay-peruse lounge to other passengers who
are looking for a lounge to rejuvenate
themselves in-between their travel
plans.

James Carey (fourth from left), Regional MD Hong Kong & Singapore, and Samantha Lim, GM of JetQuay
(fourth from right) with members of the JetQuay team.

Passengers can enjoy comfortable
seating, free flow refreshments,
high-speed internet connectivity and
business facilities. There are also
shower and napping amenities for
those seeking a little rejuvenation
before the next leg of their journey.
Barry Nassberg, Group
Chief Commercial Officer
at WFS, said: “Winning this
important new contract
is a great tribute to the

JetQuay team in Singapore, under the
leadership of James Carey, Regional
MD Hong Kong & Singapore and
Samantha Lim, GM of JetQuay. In
keeping with WFS’ global business
ethos, they will ensure the best
possible experience for Changi
Lounge guests and, in doing so,
support the outstanding reputation of
Changi Airport as a world class travel
gateway.”
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About WFS
Founded in 1971 and headquartered in Paris, WFS (www.wfs.aero) is the world’s largest air cargo handler and one of the
leading providers of ground handling and technical services with annual revenues of over EUR1.3 billion. Its 27,000 employees
serve more than 270 airlines at 198 major airports in 22 countries on five continents.

